THE LEADING POINT-OF-VIEW CAMERA, EVOLVED
Unmatched Durability | Best-in-Class Image Quality | Optimum Wearability

Gain a new perspective with the Axon Flex 2 camera. It brings point-of-view video to the next level, boasting a rugged industrial design, new mounts, and advanced capabilities like unlimited HD and a 120-degree field of view. Plus, it belongs to the growing Axon network of devices and apps that work together so you can focus on what matters - your job, not your technology.

800-978-2737  axon.com/flex2
AXON FLEX 2
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

BEST-IN-CLASS IMAGE QUALITY: The leading point-of-view camera now records in HD.

DUAL-CHANNEL AUDIO: Reduce ambient noise for improved sound quality.

WIDER FIELD OF VIEW: Capture more at the scene with a 120-degree field of view.

FULL-SHIFT BATTERY: Lasts for 12 hours of battery.

PRE-EVENT BUFFER: Configure your pre-event buffer time to capture up to 2 minutes before an event.

ENHANCED MOUNTS: Designed for versatility and optimum comfort.

UNMATCHED DURABILITY: Built to endure extreme field and weather conditions.

WIRELESS ACTIVATION: Axon Signal reports events, like when you open the car door or activate the light bar, so your camera can detect them and start recording.

MOBILE COMPATIBILITY: Stream, tag, and replay footage right on your phone with the Axon View app.

EVIDENCE.COM INTEGRATION: Easily manage, retrieve, and share videos online.

MULTI-CAM COMPATIBILITY: Review up to four videos, including Axon Flex 2, Axon Body 2 and Axon Fleet footage, on one screen through Evidence.com.

AXON FLEX 2
SPECIFICATIONS

WEATHER RESISTANCE   IEC 60529 IP54 (dust, rain); MIL-STD-810G (Salt fog)

HOUSING      High-impact polymer

FIELD OF VIEW   120 degrees

OPERATING TEMPERATURE  -4 °F TO 122 °F [-20 °C TO 50 °C]

DROP TEST      6 feet

VIDEO      MPEG-4 (MP4); H.264

HUMIDITY      95% non-condensing

WARRANTY      1 year from date of receipt

RECORD TIME Up to 70 hours depending on resolution